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1 Getting started

Gaia LV Network analysis has been provided with a very efficient graphical user interface. The planning engineer
gets familiar with it in very short time. 
In 6 steps this Getting Started shows the way from scratch towards the first calculations:

1. To create a new empty workspace using the Wizard
2. To add a node
3. To add a cable  
4. To add a network source and a load
5. To calculate optimal cable diameters
6. To calculate grounding safety

1.1 To create a new empty workspace using the wizard

A network data file contains the model of the network to be developed. This model can be defined from scratch by
hand or with help of the Wizard. This Getting Started shows the network definition using the Wizard, followed by
refinements.

This Getting Started shows a radially operated distribution network with two feeders.

The Wizard starts by choosing: New from the Application menu.
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The Wizard starts for a fast network set up. This Getting Started demonstrated the modeling of a simple radially
operated LV (230 V) distribution network (two feeders), connected to a MV network source (10 kV, 20 MVA), with a
250 kVA transformer. The LV network is equipped with a TN system grounding. 
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The first feeder (A) consists of 4 sections, each with 5 villa's connected. The "villa" load type has been defined in
the types data file (T_load.dat or types.xls).
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The second feeder (B) consists of 3 sections and a sub-section on node B2:
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After finishing the Wizard the network model looks like:

The node names could be changed by right-mouse clicking the nodes.

The work sheet has been opened by now and the network model can be refined. If the program does not run in the
demo mode, the network file can be saved using from the Application menu: Save as.

The next step will be to add a node .8
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1.2 To add a node

A node can be added by right-mouse clicking on the worksheet. Then, in the pop-up menu, choose Node.
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After choosing Node the Node-input form with 7 tabs shows up. The first tab inputs general information, like name
and rated voltage. In this example: "End node" with a rated phase-to-ground voltage of 230 V. 
It also specifies the grounding system and the connection between neutral (N) and shielding (PE). In this example,
the "TN" configuration has a short coupling between N and PE and no grounding electrode.
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The default node symbol is a vertical bar. The symbol may be changed on the tab sheet "Presentation" (circle,
square, triangle, rhombus). 

The next step will be to add a cable .

1.3 To add a cable

The two feeders can be connected through the node "End node", creating a closed loop. This will be demonstrated
with two cable connections, from "End node" to the nodes "A4" and "B3". 

10
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A cable will be placed between the nodes "A4" and "End node" first. To be able to do this, both nodes should be
selected, by left-mouse clicking the nodes while pressing the CTRL-key. Selected nodes are presented using a white
colour.
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Now the cable can be defined after right-mouse clicking on the worksheet. In the pop-up menu choose Cable.
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The cable-input form specifies name, length and eventually the cable type. 

In this example the cable type will not be specified because of the status "New cable, do optimize". The cable type
will be chosen by the calculation. The cable length is 100 meters. 

In the case that the cable should be of one specific type, the status "New cable, do not optimize" will be chosen and
the cable does not participate in the optimization calculation. 
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In order to operate the network radially, on the tab sheet Connection open the phase switches (L1, L2 and L3) at the
node "End node". 
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As a consequence, the new cable has been inserted between the nodes "A4" and "End node". The opened switch is
visible as an open square. Using the options, other symbols can be chosen (a flag or a slant line). 
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In the same way the cable connection between the nodes "B3" and "End node" will be inserted. This cable
connection has both phase switches closed.

The transformer data can be examined and edited by right-mouse clicking the transformer symbol. The general
data (name, type and tap changer position) can be edited on the first tab sheet. The second tab sheet inputs the
connections between neutral (N), shield (PE) and ground. 
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In this example the neutral to shield coupling (with zero impedance Znpe) is closed and the grounding resistance
(Re) is 2 Ohm. 

The next step will be to add a network source and a load .18
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1.4 To add a network source and a load

The network source can be inserted after the corresponding node has been selected. In this example, the source
already has been added by the Wizard. The source data can be edited by right-mouse clicking the source symbol.
The Appearance button switches between MVA and kA. 
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In an LV distribution network the loads are distributed along the cable segments. In addition, it has been made
possible to connect a specific load on each node. To be able to do this, the corresponding node should be selected.
For example, select the "End node" by left-mouse clicking. Next, right-mouse click on the worksheet. In the pop-up
menu choose Load.
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In the Load input form the load can be specified. In this example a symmetrical load of 10 A per phase and a power
factor of 0.9. 
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Now the network has been input and the first calculation can be made. 

If the program does not run in the demo mode, the network should be saved using from the Application menu: 
Save as.

The next step will be to calculate optimal cable diameters .22
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1.5 To calculate optimal cable diameters

Prior to calculating the cable diameters, the calculation options should be defined: voltage boundaries, losses
parameters, energy prices, and production and load extremes. From the Application menu choose: Options and go
to the tab sheet: Calculation | Network load | General.
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Next the cable types that the calculation module may use for its optimization process have to be defined. From the
Application menu choose: Options and go to the tab sheet: Calculation | Network load | Usable cable types. In this
example the cable diameters 50, 95 and 150 mm2 have been chosen from the type VVMvKsas/Alk.
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Next, from the main menu, choose Calculate | Network load. 

A calculation input form specifies the optimization properties. In this example the properties are: optimization
period of 20 years, optimization on investment and losses costs. If necessary, the transformer tap changer may by
altered by the program. 
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After pressing the OK button, the optimization process starts. Next diagram shows the result. 

All components of which the properties have been calculated, are coloured yellow. These properties can be
assigned to the components by choosing "Yes". Also the cable statuses will be changed from "New cable, do
optimize" into "New cable, do not optimize".
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The network diagram shows the voltages and current extremes as a consequence of the production and load
extremes. The voltage extremes on the remote nodes are 231 and 235 V.
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By right-mouse clicking a component, the results can be examined by detail. For example, the cable between the
transformer secondary node "LV" and the node "A1". The cable load is between 20 and 66 A. The optimization
process suggests the smallest cable diameter of 50 mm2.

The next step will be to calculate grounding safety .28
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1.6 To calculate grounding safety

Prior to calculating the grounding safety, the calculation options have to be examined. From the Application menu
choose: Options and go to the tab sheet: Calculation | Touch safety | General. This example uses the next options:

Phase-ground fault in phase L1, with an arc resistance of 0 Ohm

Using a "Walking connection" the safety can be calculated in cables at 100 meters intervals

The way of touching is: two hands and two feet

The shoe resistance is 100 Ohm

The body resistance as a function of the touching voltage is defined by the 5%-curve

The current-time danger curve is the C1-curve (see literature on this)
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Next the fuses have to be inserted in the two feeders. To be able to do this, select the node "LV" and one feeder, for
example the cable "LS-B1". Right-mouse click on the workspace and from the pop-up menu choose Fuse.
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The fuse input form specifies the name and the type. In this example, choose "Example 100 A". The fuse
characteristic becomes visible. Leave the form with OK. Do the same with the other feeder "LV-A1".
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Next a customer connection (e.g. a house) will be added to the most remote node "End node". This connection
consists of an 10 meters 16 mm2 cable and a 35 A fuse. Select the node "End node", right-mouse click on the
workspace and from the pop-up menu choose Connection. The connection is of the TN-type where the local neutral
and shield are connected and no grounding electrode is present. See the checkboxes below.
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The customer connection is presented as below.
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The grounding safety calculation will be invoked by selecting the customer connection symbol and from the main
menu choosing: Calculate | Earthing safety. To the question whether to calculate for one "single node" the answer is
"Yes". This means that the calculation will be performed for the selected component only.
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The results are presented in the network diagram. The output parameters are:

Ifault: short-circuit current

Ufaut: voltage on the neutral (N) and shield (PE) during the short-circuit

tmax / toff: maximum permitted and calculated short-circuit duration in the critical situation

tfree: calculated cut-off duration

(f): before the customer's meter cupboard and the local 35 A fuse

(b): behind the customer's meter cupboard and the local 35 A fuse
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By right-mouse clicking on the Connection symbol, the results are presented in the details form.

This “Getting Started” is only a very short introductory tour, but from this point the user should be able to discover
Gaia’s functionalities, by using its intuitive human interface. 
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